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Figure 1: Two users using Shapeshifter to gesture type in virtual reality in four scenarios: (a) on a desk when sitting down, (b)
on the lap when sitting down, (c) on the back of the hand when standing up, and (d) on the palm when standing up. Both users
are wearing the digital thimble introduced in this paper for gesture detection.

ABSTRACT
Existing text entry techniques for virtual reality are either slow and
error-prone, stationary, break immersion, or physically demanding.
We present Shapeshifter, a technique that enables text entry in
virtual reality by performing gestures and fluctuating contact force
on any opaque diffusely reflective surface, including the human
body. For this, we developed a digital thimble that users wear in
their index finger. The thimble uses an optical sensor to track the
finger and a pressure sensor to detect touch and contact force.
In a week-long in-the-wild pilot study, Shapeshifter yielded on
average 11 wpm on flat surfaces (e.g., a desk) and 9 wpm on the lap
when sitting down, and 8 wpm on the palm and back of the hand
when standing up in text composition tasks. A simulation study
predicted a 27.3 wpm error-free text entry rate for novice users in
transcription typing tasks on a desk.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Virtual reality (VR) is becoming increasingly popular [52], yet its
use is mostly limited to applications for entertainment and training
simulation due to the absence of an effective text entry technique
for the domain [6, 11, 18, 55]. Most existing text entry techniques
for virtual reality use extramural devices that are either placed
on a table (e.g., physical keyboards [18, 55]) or held with one or
both hands (e.g., game controllers [59, 73] and smartphones [9, 34]).
Because users cannot see these extramural devices when wearing
a head-mounted display (HMD), these techniques usually display
their virtual representations in the virtual world and provide con-
tinuous graphical and auditory feedback to keep them informed
about the current state of the system. These techniques are not
always practical for virtual reality since they require a fixed flat
surface (i.e., a table), which compromises mobility of users, forcing
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them to perform only the tasks that can be performed when sta-
tionary. Holding extramural devices, on the other hand, restricts
their ability to use the hands to perform other tasks. Locating and
activating these devices is also difficult when wearing an HMD
and can divert users’ mind from the task at hand. Techniques that
use digital gloves and other wearable devices are conspicuous and
uncomfortable [27, 32, 65]. There are also techniques that track
the fingers to enable entering text by typing on a virtual keyboard
on a flat surface [12, 28, 59]. These techniques, however, require
users to look down at the hands for the HMD to track the fingers,
which is unnatural. Some techniques also use new keyboard layouts
optimized for virtual reality, which are not only difficult to learn
and use but also rely heavily on decoders, which makes entering
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words difficult, often impossible.

This paper presents Shapeshifter, a technique to enable freehand
gesture typing [37, 74] in the virtual world on any opaque diffusely
reflective, including the human body (Fig. 1). It uses a custom digi-
tal thimble that users wear in the index finger. The thimble tracks
finger position using an optical sensor and touch contact force us-
ing a pressure sensor. To enter text with Shapeshifter: users touch
a surface with the index finger to see a cursor at the center of a
virtual Qwerty, apply and release extra force (like pressing a key)
to activate the “positioning mode”, position the cursor at the first
letter of the intended word by moving the finger, start connect-
ing all letters of the intended word by applying and maintaining
extra force (like drawing a gesture with a mouse while pressing
down the left key), then release force or lift the finger to complete
the gesture and enter the corresponding word. Since Shapeshifter
enables gesture typing by varying contact force, users can enter
multiple words without ever lifting the finger. Shapeshifter also
supports character-level entry (entering one character at a time)
for abbreviations and OOV words by applying and releasing extra
force on each key. The contribution of this work is thus twofold: the
development of a digital thimble that can be used as an independent
input and interaction device in virtual reality and the development
of a technique that enables users to enter text by drawing gestures
with varying contact force.

2 RELATEDWORK
Many techniques enable text entry with physical Qwerty keyboards
by using external sensors to track the keyboard and the hands,
then displaying their virtual representations in the virtual world
[5, 18, 24, 33, 35, 44, 45, 49, 55]. Physical keyboards are relatively
fast (∼39 wpm [18]), but compromise the mobility and immersion
of the system. To support mobility, a recent work placed a physical
keyboard on a hawker tray with a depth camera in the headset to
track the keyboard and the hands [49]. However, this approach is
impractical, inconvenient, and likely to cause discomfort and fa-
tigue. Some techniques use virtual Qwerty keyboards for text entry
[12, 13, 53, 59], which are much slower than physical keyboards
(∼12 wpm [12]), likely due to the lack of haptic feedback. To address
this, some have used alternative input methods, such as head point-
ing [39, 40, 59, 73] and eye pointing [51]. These methods are not
only slower (10–16 wpm [51, 59]) but also cause high physical strain
in prolonged use. A different approach overlays a keyboard layout
on the palm, enabling using the index finger of the other hand to

type [62]. A similar approach [16] splits Qwerty into two parts to
assign each half to one of the hands, and a group of keys to each
fingers. To enter text, users pinches the thumb and the finger that
holds the intended letter. In an evaluation, this technique reached
about 13 wpm but with a high error rate (13%). Some have also used
alternative input devices, such as handheld controllers [26, 46, 59],
interactive gloves, rings, and straps [27, 63, 65, 69, 70], digital pens
[10, 25], and smartphones [4, 19, 23, 34]. These techniques, however,
are relatively slow (∼6–14 wpm [27, 34, 59]) and highly error prone
(15–35% [10, 25, 63]). Gupta et al. [21] used interactive gloves with
a wrist worn device to provide users with vibrotactile feedback on
each fingertip and the wrist. This approach improved text entry
speed substantially (∼23 wpm). These techniques, however, encum-
ber the hands and break immersion. A different line of research
explore the effects of different virtual hand representations on user
performance [17, 36, 57], which is outside the context of this work.

2.1 Gesture Typing in Virtual Reality
Several techniques enable word-level text entry in virtual reality
with gesture typing, where users connect the letters of a word
on a virtual Qwerty to enter one word at a time [37]. With these
techniques, users press a button on the controller, trace the path
of a desired word on a floating virtual Qwerty, then release the
button to enter the word [9, 71]. There are also some free-hand
gesture typing techniques. Gupta et al. [20] developed a digital
ring with motion sensors, with which users first rotate the hand
to point the cursor to the first letter of the intended word, click a
button on the ring to start gesturing, then press the button again
to enter the respective word. Jimenez and Schulze [28] attached a
Leap Motion controller to the headset to track the fingers. With
this technique, users perform the gestures while pinging the finger.
Releasing the pinch enters the respective word. The widespread use
of smartphones has encouraged gestures typing on smartphones
to enter text in virtual reality [9, 23]. Some techniques also enable
gesture typing with head movements [73], where users point to
the first letter of a word, trace the path of the word with head
movements while holding down a controller button, then release
the button to enter the respective word. A similar technique [68]
replace the controller button with a virtual one, on which users
dwell for 400 ms to start gesturing. While some of these techniques
can be relatively fast, they require the use of the hands, which
limits what users can do in the virtual world, breaks immersion,
or causes severe cognitive and physical strain over time. Gesture
typing has also been explored in augmented reality [67], which is
outside the context of this work. Table 1 presents performance of
gesture typing techniques for virtual reality. Dube and Arif [11]
provides a comprehensive review of existing text entry techniques
for virtual reality.

3 A DIGITAL THIMBLE
We developed a digital thimble to track the index finger in virtual
reality. It is made from fabric for comfort and to reduce weight
(Fig. 2). It tracks the finger using an FCT 3065-XY Optical Sensor
attached to the side using a 3D printed frame. This sensor was
collected from a RivenAn Mini 2.4GHz USB Wireless Finger Rings
Optical Mouse to reappropriate its circuit board for the thimble
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Table 1: Performance of text entry techniques exploiting gesture typing in virtual reality. This table presents the highest
reported performance when multiple settings or conditions were explored. Here, OOV represents the support for out-of-
vocabularyword entry, andWPMandER represent thewords perminute and error rate performancemetrics, respectively. The
values marked with τ signify erroneous keystroke error rate [1]. The highlighted row presents performance of the proposed
technique.

Technique Technology OOV WPM ER% Experimental Task

Freehand [28] Camera No NA NA Text transcription
Controller [9] Controller Yes 16.4 0.16τ Text transcription
Controller [71] Controller No 21.0 26.0 Text transcription
Smartphone [9] Touchscreen Yes 9.6 0.23τ Text transcription
Smartphone [23] Touchscreen Yes 13.15 0.16τ Text transcription
Hand Rotation [20] Inertial sensor Yes 14.8 9.40 Text transcription
Head & Controller[73] HMD and controller No 24.7 5.80 Text transcription
Head (circular keyboard) [68] HMD tracking No 6.32 5.50 Text transcription
Head [68] HMD tracking No 6.32 7.10 Text transcription
Shapeshifter Digital thimble Yes 8–11 2–4.6 Text composition
Shapeshifter, Simulated for Novice Users Digital thimble Yes 27.3 0 Text Transcription

Figure 2: The custom digital thimble. From left: the 3D
printed frame to hold the optical sensor, the thimble with
the optical sensor on the side and the pressure sensor in-
side the tip of the thimble, and the complete device with the
sensors connected to an Arduino Uno Rev3 microcontroller
placed inside a cardboard case worn on the wrist.

(Fig.3). Its 1,200 dpi is also ideal for tracking gestures since it af-
fords users more precision and control. The frame was designed
to maintain the recommended 2–2.55 mm distance between the
sensor and the fingertip for effective sensing [66]. The wires con-
necting the optical sensor and the circuit board were also kept as
short as possible since longer wires compromise sensing accuracy.

Figure 3: The optical and pressure sensors used in the digi-
tal thimble: (a) a RivenAnMini 2.4GHz USBWireless Finger
Ring Optical Mouse, (b) the mouse without casing, (c) the
optical sensor from the mouse, and (d) a Force Sensing Re-
sistors (FSR) 400 series pressure sensor. The images are not
to the scale.

The thimble detects touch and contact force using a Force Sensing
Resistors (FSR) 400 series pressure sensor. It is attached inside the
tip of the thimble, coated with silicone so that it does not irritate
the finger. The FSR is connected to a Arduino Uno Rev3 microcon-
troller placed inside a cardboard case worn on the wrist (Fig. 2). The
sensor has a 12.7 mm diameter with a 20 mm2 sensing area (Fig. 3)
and a sensing range between 100 g and 10 kg, which is sufficient
for detecting touch. Besides, its circular shape is convenient for
measuring force from the fingertip. The resistance of the FSR varies
as the force on the sensor changes. When no force is applied, the
resistance is slightly larger than 1 MΩ. The harder the sensor is
pressed the lower the resistance. Specifically, the FSR and a static
resistor form a voltage divider for the analog-to-digital converter
of the microcontroller to read a variable voltage and translated to
force values. We considered different technologies for tracking the
finger, including depth/RGB cameras, magnetism, gyroscope, and
infrared sensors (e.g., [30, 48, 56, 60, 72]). But we decided on using
an optical sensor due to its availability and affordability. Optical
sensors are commonly used in mice as they work on a wide range
of surfaces and scenarios [3, 41, 47, 72]. Since the sensor does not
rely on a head-mounted display for finger tracking, the thimble can
also be used for interaction with other computer systems.

4 SHAPESHIFTER
We designed Shapeshifter, a method for freehand gesture typing in
virtual reality using the digital thimble. To use Shapeshifter, users
wear the thimble on the index finger and perform gestures on any
opaque diffusely reflective surface, including the human body , by
varying contact force. To draw a gesture or to perform a thimble-
based interaction, users first activate tracking by applying extra
contact force. Hence, users can perform other tasks while wearing
the thimble without worrying about accidental interactions.

The digital thimble controls a 2D cursor in the virtual world.
The cursor has three modes: inactive, active, and gesturing. These
modes are visually distinguished by colors grey, red, and green,
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Figure 4: Shapeshifter looks and feels like the default Google Android keyboard. To enter text with Shapeshifter, the user (a)
touches a surface (grey cursor), (b) applies extra force to activate the cursor (red cursor), (c) positions the cursor over the first
letter of the intended word and applies extra force to start a gesture (green cursor), and (d) completes the gesture maintaining
extra force, then reduces force to automatically enter the word associated with the gesture (pick tracing). Shapeshifter enables
users to enter multiple words by switching between regular and extra force, without ever lifting the finger. Lifting the finger
off the surface deactivates the cursor. The keyboard displays a suggestion bar with the most probable alternative words. The
user can replace the output word with a suggested word by applying extra force upon moving the cursor over the suggested
word, like pressing a button.

respectively. Touching a surface with the thimble displays the inac-
tive cursor at the center of a virtual keyboard (Fig. 4). To activate
the cursor, users increase and decrease contact force once as if
they are pressing down and releasing an invisible button. Once
activated, moving the finger moves the cursor over the keyboard.
To switch to the gesturing mode, users apply and maintain extra
force, then gesture type by connecting the letters in the sequence
in which they appear in the intended word. Releasing extra force
completes a gesture and enters the most probable word associated
with the gesture. Expert users, therefore, can enter multiple words
by switching between regular and extra force, without ever lifting
their fingers. The keyboard provides visual feedback on gesture
typing by tracing finger movements in pink. Moving the finger
without applying extra force moves the cursor but does not select
the items underneath. Users can also enter one character at a time,
like entering text with a conventional keyboard, by increasing and
deceasing contact force once like pressing a button. This feature is
particularly useful when entering out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words.

The digital thimble detects a touch when the contact force is
above 10 g, activates the cursor when the contact force increases
and decreases between 100 and 400 g, and registers a gesture when
the contact force is over 400 g. These values were selected based on
a pilot study (N = 5, M = 29 years) that revealed that usual contact
forces are almost always over 10 g, regular touch interactions are
usually between 100 and 400 g, and the 400 g threshold is the most
reliable to distinguishing between regular and extra force without
inducing physical or cognitive stress.

Similar to the default Google Android keyboard [38],
Shapeshifter includes a suggestion bar to display the most probable
input words (Fig 4). Users can replace an entered word with a
suggested word by applying and releasing extra force on the
suggestion bar. The suggestion bar can also auto-complete and
auto-correct words in character-level text entry. Applying extra
force on the Backspace key deletes the last entry, that is, the
last word in word-level text entry and the last character in
character-level text entry. Table 2 presents the actions required to
enter text with Shapeshifter.

We developed a custom keyboard resembling the Google key-
board [38] using Unity3D 2017.14.17 (Fig. 4). It recognizes the ges-
tures drawn over it using a custom algorithm developed based on
prior works [37, 61, 73]. It compares the shape and the location of
each gesture drawn with gesture templates for 10,000 most com-
mon words in the English language [29]. This lexicon is sufficient to
cover daily use as the 7,000 most common lemmas make up about
90% of spoken English [29]. The gesture template for a word is
programmatically generated as straight lines connecting the center
of each key in the sequence in which they form the word. To com-
pare a template to a gesture, both are re-sampled at 50 equidistant
points. Prior works found this number to be adequate for compar-
ing patterns [43, 73]. To optimize the comparison, the template set
is pruned by only considering the words that start with the two let-
ters closest to the point where the user initiated the gesture. Then,
a pairwise comparison of the corresponding points is conducted
to determine the similarities between the template and the drawn
gesture. Particularly, the algorithm compares the angular difference
between the angle formed by each point of the template and the
drawn gesture [61]. The average angular difference is then used
to approximate the similarity between the two shapes. Given a
gestureG and a gesture templateT , both are re-sampled at n points.
The angular difference ∆θ is calculated as follows, where Gθi and
Tθi are angles formed at ith point of the drawn gesture and the
template, respectively.

∆θ =
n∑
i=1

(Gθi −Tθi ) (1)

To estimate the difference in location between the two gestures,
the distance between each corresponding points is computed. The
sum of these individual point differences gives the total distance
D between the shapes, where Gi and Ti are the vectors of points i
of the drawn gesture and the template, respectively. The template
yielding the highest similarity and the lowest distance between
the shapes is picked as the best match and the respective word is
selected as the most probable word.
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Table 2: The actions required for word- and character-level text entry with Shapeshifter. OOV refers to out-of-vocabulary
words.

Goal Action Task Cursor

Touch any surface (10–100 g) Display the cursor in inactive mode Grey
Enter Apply & release force (100–400 g) Switch to the active mode Red
a Move finger Position the cursor over the 1st letter of the word Red

word Apply and maintain extra force (>400 g) Perform the gesture Green
Release extra force Complete gesture and enter the word Red/Grey

OOV Apply & release extra force on a key Enter the corresponding letter Green

Pick Apply & release extra force on a suggestion Enter the suggested word Green

Edit Apply & release extra force on Backspace Delete the last word or character Green

D =
n∑
i=1

(Gi −Ti ) (2)

5 LONG-TERM PILOT STUDY: TEXT
COMPOSITION

We conducted a pilot study to evaluate the performance of the
proposed technique on composition tasks (i.e., free-from text entry).
We were unable to conduct a full-length study since in-person
studies are still prohibited in our institution due to the COVID-19
pandemic. The protocol described here was reviewed and approved
by the IRB.

5.1 Participants and Apparatus
Two participants, aged 31 and 39 years, volunteered in the pilot
study. They were both male and right-handed. None of them wore
corrective eye-glasses. They both had some experience with virtual
reality (i.e., had used it at least once in the past) but not with the
digital thimble. They were aware of gesture typing (i.e., had seen it
before) but never used it to enter text on mobile devices.

The study used an Asus ROG GU501GM laptop with 16 gig RAM
and Intel Core i7 processor and a Samsung Odyssey mixed reality
HMD. The virtual environment displayed only the virtual keyboard
and a text input area (Fig. 4).

5.2 Design and Procedure
The study was conducted remotely. We personally delivered the
apparatus to each participant and scheduled individual video meet-
ings with them. All forms (including the informed consent form)
were completed and signed electronically. Upon completion of the
study, we picked up the devices. All devices were disinfected before
delivery and after pickup. During the video call, we demonstrated
the system to the participants, asked them to practice with it under
our guidance, and explained the study procedure. We encouraged
them to ask us any questions they might have about the system or
the study procedure. We then concluded the call.

In the study, participants used Shapeshifter at home for one
week (7 days) to compose free-form text on any desired topic. They
composed text three times a day: in the morning, afternoon, and
evening in three different settings: on a desk in a seated position,

Figure 5: A user composing text on the thigh in a seated po-
sition.

on the lap in a seated position, and on the palm or the back of the
hand while standing up (Fig. 5). They could use the settings in any
order. In each text entry episode, they were instructed to compose
text for about 15 minutes on any desired topic (e.g., plans for the
day, summary of the day, vacation plans, views about life, etc.). The
system automatically recorded all interactions with the system and
the entry speed of each episode using the commonly used words
per minute (wpm) performance metric [1]. Upon completion of the
study, participants were asked to review the composted passages
to identify recognition errors, which we used to calculate the error
rate (ER) metric [1]. We also conducted a debrief session to learn
about their experience with Shapeshifter.

Figure 6: Gestures drawn for the most frequent word in the
English language “the" by the participants on: a) the thigh,
b) the desk, and c) the palm. Notice that the gestures drawn
on the thigh and palm have much sharper corners.
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Table 3: Results of the pilot study. Here, Length represents the average number of words in composted paragraphs.

Position Surface Length WPM (Min–Max) WPM (Mean) ER (Min–Max) ER (Mean)

Seated Desk 58–156 6.3–16.5 11.3 (SD = 2.7) 0.0—6.9 2.0% (SD = 2.1)
Seated Lap/palm 59–130 5.5–11.6 8.9 (SD = 1.9) 0.4–6.9 2.6% (SD = 1.8)
Standing Palm/back-of-hand 62–115 5.5–10.0 8.1 (SD = 1.2) 1.1–6.7 4.6% (SD = 2.2)

6 SIMULATION STUDY: TEXT
TRANSCRIPTION

We conducted a simulation to estimate how fast novice users can
transcribe text with Shapeshifter. After considering several existing
models [7, 8, 54], we decided to use the curves, lines, and corners
model [8] since it does not overestimate the gesture production time
as much as the other models [7, 58]. The model describes gestures
as compositions of curves, lines, and corners, but we considered
only lines and corners since the effects of direction and corners
are negligible in gesture production time [58]. The model describes
lines and corners with a power function and a non-linear function,
respectively. The production time (T ) for a word with N letters is
measured as:

T =
N−1∑
i=1

mLni (3)

Where, L is the length of the i-th line andm and n are parameters
of the model. To find these parameter values, we conducted a study
(N = 5, M = 31 years), where novice participants (who did not use
Shapeshifter before the study) drew straight lines of lengths 10, 20,
30, 40, and 60 mm at 0, 45, and 90◦ angles on the virtual keyboard,
five times per combination, resulting in 5 × 5 × 3 × 5 = 1, 325 data
points. The gestures were drawn on a desk. A regression analysis
on the data providedm = 78.9 and n = 0.62, with a 0.98 coefficient
of determination. We then simulated the average transcription time
of all 500 phrases in the MacKenzie & Soukoreff set [42] with 0,
1, 3, 5 and 10% error rates. For this, we estimated and added error
correction time appropriate for the error rates as users tend to
correct almost all errors in transcription tasks [2]. Error correction
time for one incorrect word was estimated using the following
equation:

T = Tp +Td +Tr (4)

Where,Tp is the preparation time (1,200 ms [31]),Td is the deletion
time (one Backspace), and Tr is the time to re-draw the gesture.
The average cost of error correction was estimates 2,977 ms per
incorrect word. Table 4 presents the results of the simulation.

Table 4: Predicted text entry speedwith Shapeshifter in tran-
scription typing tasks.

ER 0% 1% 3% 5% 10%

WPM 27.3 26.2 24.1 21.9 16.4

7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 3 presents the results of the pilot study. Shapeshifter yielded
on average 11 wpm on flat surfaces (e.g., a desk) and 9 wpm on
the lap when sitting down, and 8 wpm on the palm and back of
the hand when standing up in text composition tasks. Shapeshifter
yielded a relatively lower entry speed reported for some gesture
typing methods in the literature. We anticipated this since these
techniques were evaluated in transcription typing tasks, where
participants had to copy a sequence of presented text. In our study,
participants composed text. Unlike transcription typing, people
use a variety of cognitive processes when composing text, such as
making plans, retrieving ideas from memory, making inferences,
and creating and developing concept [14, 22, 64]. Regardless of
this, Shapeshifter yielded comparable or higher entry speed than
many gesture typing methods for virtual reality (Table 1), which is
inspiring. A simulation study predicted a 27.3 wpm error-free text
entry rate in transcription typing tasks for novice users, which is
faster than the existing gesture typing techniques. However, the
simulation assumed an ideal surface, 0% error rate, and no OOV
words, thus, the actual entry speed could be slower than predicted.
Then again, the model did not consider users selecting words from
the suggestion bar or the effects of practice, which could essentially
result in a much faster entry speed than predicted.

In the debrief session, both participants praised the digital thim-
ble for being light and comfortable, but complained that the pressure
sensor freezes at times and the optical sensor does not work prop-
erly when the finger is tilted toward the side of the sensor when
it hits the surface. These issues were reported for all surfaces. We
believe these issues can be addressed by using a flexible sensor cap
that can re-adjusts its orientation when users change their finger
orientation. Both participants found gesturing in a seated position
the easiest and the most comfortable, regardless of whether using
a desk or the lap. However, they found gesturing on the lap more
immersive. One participant commented, "when I was drawing on
the lap direct on the skin I felt I was more in the virtual environment
". This suggests, removal of extra physical devices can improve
immersion. Likewise, gesturing on the palm and the back-of-hand
whilst standing up was more physical taxing and the least comfort-
able, especially when entering text for an extended period of time.
One participant commented, “I feel typing on the hand has more
fatigue that all the other positions". However, between the palm and
the back-of-hand, the palm was more comfortable since the posture
used to draw on the back-of-hand fatigued the wrist and the arm.

Fig. 6 visualizes the gestures drawn for the word “the” by the par-
ticipants on various surfaces. One can see that the gestures drawn
on the palm and the thigh had much sharper corners compared to
the gestures drawn on the desk. The shape comparison algorithm
yielded relatively higher match scores for the gestures drawn on
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the palm (92.5%, SD = 1.8) and the thigh (93.6%, SD = 1.04) than the
ones drawn on the table (88.2%, SD = 1.22). This is not surprising
since the templates were generated as straight lines with sharp
corners. Regardless of the difference in the scores, the algorithm
was able to identify all gestures accurately when coupled with the
location channel. Relevantly, prior studies showed that users tend
to avoids sharp corners to maximize smoothness and reduce the
total amount of jerk [15, 50]. The fact that the gestures drawn on
the desk had rounder corners supports this. The gestures drawn on
the palm and the thigh had sharper corners, presumably, due to the
roughness of the surfaces. Hence, the effectiveness of the algorithm
could be further improved by collecting samples from different
surfaces and developing a model that can predict and compensate
for the surface where gestures are drawn.

Participants found entering out-of-vocabulary words relatively
difficult since navigating the finger to each letter took more
time. Navigating the cursor to the Backspace key was also time-
consuming. Both participants found the visual feedback of the
cursor helpful in identifying different levels of pressure.

8 CONCLUSION
We presented Shapeshifter, a text entry technique for gesture typing
using a digital thimble in virtual reality. The digital thimble consists
of an optical sensor to track the finger and a pressure sensor to
detect touch and contact force. In a week-long in-the-wild pilot
study, Shapeshifter yielded on average 11 wpm on flat surfaces and 9
wpm on the lap when sitting down, and 8wpm on the palm and back
of the hand when standing up with novice users in text composition
tasks. A simulation study predicted a 27.3 wpm error-free text entry
rate for novice users in transcription typing tasks on a desk. A post-
pilot debrief session revealed that uneven surfaces made gesture
typing with the thimble difficult and performing gestures when
standing up caused more physically strain than when sitting down.
In the future, we will refine the digital thimble to make it more
robust for uneven surfaces. We will also explore the possibility of
using it for interaction with virtual interfaces.
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